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SILENT VOICE presents MWENDO DAWA as a trio. It is a continuation of the musical exploration of the group as well as a tribute to one of the
leaders of MWENDO DAWA, tenor saxophonist and composer OVE JOHANSSON, who passed away in Dec 2015. The group has a long history
but is still finding new expressions and the trio has found a language of its own.
The music has always been searching new paths in the world of Jazz - freeform - fusion - avant garde - electro acoustic music.
Improvised music where live electronics smoothly integrates with the acoustic instruments. Music that requires concentrated listening, but also
music with a great portion of humour and exciting ideas. Music that for the most part is improvised, but devided into separate compostitions.
Review clips from the last CD as a quartet “Mwendo Dawa Music”:
Mwendo Dawa offers exemplary collective and accessible improvisations by four highly creative musicians.
To experiment: a trip full of surprises that has something for every listener
Mwendo Dawa Music goes in similar ways as the previous album 2008 showed in A Taste of four free Minds,
which made a great impact on me.
Mwendo Dawa are making some of the most invigorating music around today.
As a whole ”Music” is one of the most stimulating Jazz Records I have heard so far this year. If old is wisest
I do not know, but the question is if not old in this case also means best.
Mwendo Dawa continues to impress.
Mwendo Dawa has all time stood for renewing themselves in all their records since the beginning. The music
of Mwendo Dawa is a musically colourful experience.
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